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ABSTRACT

A rarelg nated, economtcallg unrealistic feature of Gooduttn's (1967; 1972)

cele-

of output
brated. 'grou,sth-cgcle' model is that its state uariables
- the Luage share
and the employment proportion
can exceed uni\. We propose a nouel extension

of the duo-uarinble dgnamical -system tuhich ensures that its sofutinns remntn
LDathin the economicolLg feasible region, i.e. the unit square of the uagesLnre-emplngment-proportinn pttnse plane. In a Jurther ertension, LDe obtnin a
model u-thirh, besrdes possessing a icher economic tnterpretation thnn the origi'
nal. is abte to generate asgmmetic sotution cgcles. We use numeriral tectmiques
to inuestigate the neu.t model's properties; tn partbular, tue examine businesscycle deepness and steepness.

1. lNTRoDUcrroN
The Goodwin growttr cycle (Goodwin, 1967, 1972J is a macroeconomic model,
analogous to the Lotka-Volterra predator-prey model, which describes population dynamics of competing species (Lotka, 1956; Volterra, 1931a,b, 1937). In
the Goodwin mode1, the dynamic interaction is between the distribution of
ilcome and the proportion of the workforce in employment. In this model, the
wage share ofnational income is the predator variable and the employment proportion is the prey.
Goodwin himself described his model as 'starkly schematbed and hence
quite unrealistic' (Goodwin, 1967, p.54; 7972, p.442\. Nonetheless, despite its
limitations, the model has proved to be remarkably popular and has inspired a
huge literature. Part of the model's enduring appeal lies in its simplicity; in particular, the elegance with which it illustrates the cyctcal relationship between
income distribution and employment in a dynamic capitalist economy over the
course of the business rycle. Now, four decades on, the model sti1l inspires new
contributions to the economics literature, particularly that part of it concerned
with dynamic modelling (e.g., Manfredi a:rtd Fanti (2004)).
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The state variables in Goodwin's model are expressed in the form of
ratios: wage s/rcre of national income and emplol.rnent proporfion. Yet, internal
to the original model, there are no forces which prevent either of these variables
from exceeding unity; an outcome which is, by definition, unrealistic. In real
economies, neither the wage share of national income nor the employment proportion can exceed unif. Even though ma-ny authors (e.g. Desai (1973); Shah
and Desai (198r); Wolfstetter (1982); van der Ploeg (i983, 1984, 1987); Foley
(2003)) have extended Goodwin's model by relaxing one or more of his restrictive assumptions, it is noteworthy that only a few appear appear to recognise,
let alone address, the obvious problem of the state variables attaining unrealistic vaLues. One exception is Blatt (1983, pp. 210-1), who suggests the introduction of a floor level for net investment as a possible solution. Another author who
has noted this limitation of Goodwin's model is Peter Flaschel who, in a series
of solo and collaborative publications over many years, has proposed solutions
such as the inclusion of money and a state sector which operates fiscal policy
and various other imaginative extensions and additional nonlinearities
(Flaschel, 1987, 1993; Flaschel et al" L997 i Chiarella and Flaschel, 200O).
Finally, Desai et al (2006l, after pointing out the problem, make two modifications which resolve it: first, they make the real-wage equation (the Phillips curve)
nonlinear; second, they relax Goodwin's assumption t]at all profits are always
reinvested, proposing instead that the rate of investment is a function of the gap
between the actual profit rate and some resewation rate.
ln practice, of course, both state variables in the model var5r over a far
smaller range than [0, 1]. For example, in the UK, over the period 1855-1997,
emploSnnent exceeded 99 per cent of the labour force in only twelve years, of
which nine were during a world-war.
The highest emploJrment proportion of the period was 99.7 per cent,
occurring in 1916. Conversely, even in the trough of the Depression of the
193Os, the emplo5,rnent proportion fell below 85% only once, in 1932. With the
exception of live or six years in the I930s, the average minimum employrnent
proportion over the last century-and-a-half is approximately 89 per cent. The
wage-share series contained a strong upward trend for most of this period. It
reached around 70 per cent of national income in the mid-197os, having risen
from around 50 per cent over the preceding century. This trend has since been
reversed: by the 1990s, the wage share of national income had fal1en back to
around 55 per cent. However, within individual cycles, fluctuations in this variable have been much smal1er. For example, from 1920 to 1925 it fell by just 5
per cent (from 65 per cent to 60 per cent). Conversely, in the 1970s, with wage
gro\,th outstripping that of productivity, the change was of a similar magritude,
growing from 68 per cent at the turn of the decade to 74 per cent, its peak value
for the whole period, in 1975. Although such changes seem to be small in a
numerical sense, they are economically signihcant. Prior to 1974, declining profit share was the major cause of declining profit rates in European and other
advanced capitalist economies (Glyn et al, 1.9911. The 'squeeze'on profits was
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sulliciently severe to herald the end of the so-called 'Golden Age': the resulting
contraction of investment (and disinvestment) were in turn responsible for the
rising unempio5rment, recession and erosion of workers' strength towards the
end ofthe 1970s and into the 1980s {Glyn and Sutcliffe, 1972; Glyn et al" 1997J.
Given this stylised behaviour of the two state variables, it is clear they should be
modelled such that neither can exceed unity, i.e., their cycles should occur only
within the unit square in the u-u phase plnrrc.
A second problem with Goodwin's model is its symmetry. Although the
model is nonlnear, its soLution cycles are almost s1'rnmetric, at least for the relatively small cycle amplitudes which are economically realistic. That is, for each
state variable, its expansionary and contractionary phases are of similal duration, while the height of its peaks (relative to the equilibrium value) is similar to
the depth ofits troughs. However, it has long been recognised ttrat the business
cycle is asl,mmetric, with the upswing typically prolonged arrd gtadual, whilst
the downswing tends to be sharper and more sudden. For example, Ke1mes
(1936) wrote in th.e General Theory, "fhere is, however, another chatacteristic of
what we call the trade cycle which our erplanation must cover; namely, the phenomenon of the crisis
the fact that the substitution of a downward for an
upwar-d tendency often takes place suddenly and violently, whereas there is, as
a rule, no such sharp turning point when an upward is substituted for a downward tendency.' (p. 214)
Recent work on business-cycle as5,.rnmetries has both redefined the
characterisation of asymmetries (so that at least four different fpes may be disdnguished) and developed rigorous new techniques for detecting their presence.
In this paper we concentrate on two forms of business-cycle as)'rnmetry which,
following Sichel (1993), we refer to as steepness and deepness. Business-rycle
steepness refers to the tendency, just noted, of the expansion, or upswing, to be
of longer duration than the contraction, or downswing, which must therefore be
necessarily steeper in average gradient. Business-cycle deepness concerns the
relative distances from trend of tJle cycle's peak and trough: in a deep cycle, the
trough is deeper relative to trend than tJle peak is tall.
Early observations on business-cycle as5rmmetry mostly concerned
steepness and were underpinned by the dating of business-cycle tuming points,
work pioneered in the United States by Mitchell and Bums at the Nationa.I
Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) (Mitchell, 1927; Mitchell and Burns,
1938; Burns and Mitchell, 1946). Considering the 31 complete cycles identified
by the NBER for the US economy over the period 1854-1991, for example, the
average duration of the upswing was 35 months, whilst that for the downswing
was just 18 months.2 More recently, this form of aysmmetry has been redefined
by Neftgi {1984} in terms of t}le transition probabilities of linite-order Markov
processes, and has been empirically investigated using this framework by NeftQi
(1984); Falk (1986); Sichel (1989) and Rottrman (1991), who variously lind some
evidence of sigrrifrcant aslrnmetry in variables such as unemployment and real
GNP. Usine nonlinear time-scale transformations to relate business-cycle time
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sca]es to calendar time, Stock (1987) frnds evidence in support ofthe steepness
hypottresis, whilst Ramsey and Rothman (1996), testing for the time reversibility of series, reach a similar conclusion. Finally, Delnng and Summers (1986);
Sichel (1993) and others estimate the skevrness of a series'first differences to
assess the degree of its steepness asymmetry. Although De-Long and Summers
(1986) find little evidence of business-cycle steepness, Sichel (1993), Speight
(19971 and Speight and McMillan (1998) reject the zero-skewness null hypothesis for a number of the series they consider, including unemployment.3
Sichei (1993) also suggests using skewness, this time ofa series'levels,
to measure its deepness. Using this test, he finds fairly strong evidence'of this
form of asl.rnmetry in (US) unemplol'rnent, as well as industrial production.
Speight (1997) and Speight and McMillan (1998) also find evidence of as),rnmetric deepness, or its opposite, taflness, in some of the series tl ey consider, including employrnent (which is tal1) and unemploSrment (which is deep).
Empirical evidence on business-cycle steepness and deepness is mixed.
Moreover, whilst some researchers have investigated the as5rmmetr5r properlies
of real wages and real output, and emplo5rment and unemployment, existing
work has considered neither the wage share nor t]e employment proportion.
The edsting empirical evidence is sufliciently strong, howeyer, to suggest that
s)"rnmetry should not be taken as an apriori assumption in business-cycle models. That is, models should be able to generate asFnmetric solution cycles even
if the special cases, in which the outcomes are synmetric, are later shown to be
empirically adequate. The new, Goodwin-type model presented in this paper,
besides solving the unit-squaie problem mentioned above, is able to generate
such cycles.
Our innovation is new to economics and is analogous to the concept of
prey carrytng capacitq developed in the literature on biological predator-prey
models. The carrying capacrty of a species is determined by environmental factors: a population of a prey species will not grow beyond a certain size
- the carrying capacity - even in tl e absence of any predator species. In our economic
model, the carrying capacities are the natural limits which the wage share and
emplo;rment proporlion cannot exceed, i.e., unitlr for both variables. In our first
modification of Goodwin's model, we add simple terms to the two state equations
which reflect this fact. However high is employrnent, and the consequent
stiength of workers, wage-share grou'th will be tempered as the profrt share
declines. Similarly, however low is the wage share (however high the profit
share), employnent gro&th will be tempered as employment proportion
approaches unity. This first extension is sulficient to prevent either state variable from exceeding uni$r, tJlereby overcoming the first problem with Goodwin's
modeI.
In our second extension, we further modiry the model such that the
dynamics of wage-share and employmentproportion growth can be funed as the
levels of the two state variables fluctuate over the range [0, 1]. In the resulting
model, we can distinguish between the contmdictory effects that groMh in each
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variable has on its own further growth. A higher value of the wage share means
that workers are more powerful and better able to further increase their share.
But it also means that, since the profit share is consequently lower, capitafists
ale more likely to respond with pricing and other strategies to defend their
share. This will make it harder for workers to achieve their objective. Similarly,
given differential inter-class savings ratios, a higher emplo).rnent proportion is
likely to imply a higher leve1 of aggregate demand, so adding a furtJler impetus
to employment growth. But a high employment proportion also poses potentia.l
problems (for employers) of labour recruitment and retention, which will restrain
t]lis growth. By adjusting the tuning parameters, which control the relative magnitudes of these four effects, we can adjust the syrnmetry properties of the
resulting solution cycles. Moreover, in implicitly modelling aggregate demands
effects, our modified model addresses a common theoretical criticism of
Goodwin's model: that it igrrores this key aspect of market-capitalist economies.
The structure of the paper is as follows. We begin, in section 2, by briefly
rcviewing Goodwin's groMh-cycle model, before discussing some of its limitations. In section 3 we introduce our two extensions to Goodwin's model. In this
section we discuss the modified model's basis in the biological literature and
briefly outline its economic justification. We investigate our new model's mathematical properties in section 4, showing analytically that, Iike Goodwin's model,
a-ll solution tuajectories (within the unit square in phase-variable space) are
closed. In section 5 we revisit the modelt economics, discussing in more detail
its economic underpinnings. Since the coupled ordinary differential equations
arising in our model do not admit a closed-form integral solution, we use numerical methods to investigate the model's period and other characteristics. We
explain the methodologr underlying these numerical simulations in section 6
and report simulation results in section 7. We conclude in section 8.

2. Gooowrw's rrooorGoodwin's original growth-rycle model is dehned by the eight equations:
a = aa exp(txt ),

d>0;

(2.1)

exp(Bt)'

F>0;

(2.2)

n=
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k
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I

(2.6\

n

K=\L_u)q;

(2.71

)i,
^
-w = -y + pv, y>u,

p>u

(2.8)

Here, a is productivity (output per worker), hence d is productivity gro\i,th; n is
the labour force, hence I is labour force gror.th; k is the total capital stock; q is
real output; I is employment; o is the capital-output ratio; u is workers'share of
nationa-l income; u is the employment proportion; w is the real wage. The parameters y and p are respectively the (negative of the) intercept and gradient of the
Phillips carue discussed below.
Equations (2.1) and (2.2) capture Goodwin's assumptions of steady (disembodied) technical progress and steady growth of the labour force, respectively. Equation (2.3) defines the output-capital ratio, assumed to be fixed. Equation
(2.4) gives the level of employment, which ensures a constant output-capital
ratio. Equations (2.5) and (2.6) define the state variables, workers'share of
national income and the emplo5rment rate, respectively. Equation (2.7) describes
the behaviouraL assumptions of capitaiists al]d workers: aII wages are consumed
and all profits are saved and reinvested. Finaliy, equation (2.8) is Goodwin's linear approximation of the Phillips curve relationship (Phillips, 1958), which captures the assumption that real wages rise in the neighbourhood of fuIl employment.
Equations (2.1)-(2.8) reduce to a pair of coupled ordinary differential
equations describing the mutually dependent grovr'th of the variables u and u
(2.eJ

(2.10)

vo

6,

in which a dot superscript refers to dillerentiation with respect to time. The solution trajectories of tfre system (2.9)-(2.10) comprise a family of closed cycles in
the z-u phase plane (Wolfstetter, 1982; Flaschel, 1984) which enclose the siationfury trnint, where, = i = 0,

=I- o(a + F) ,
. d+v

u*
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Accordingly, (u*, ui) is a centre. It is not possible to obtain a closed-form
expression for the cycle's period, T, in the full nonlinear system. However,
close to the stationary point, a consideration of the eigenvalues of the linearised system reveals that, in the asymptotic limit u -+ u*, u - u*, the period
is approximated by

.|_

-1*

l(a+y)(tro)-("*b)f/'

o

(2.1 1)

plt4 v4

The appeal of Goodwin's model lies in its simplicity and its ability to model an
important characteristic of capitalist economies. However, the model is unrealistic for several reasons. Fundamentally, and of primary interest to us, is the
possibility that solution trajectories may stray outside t/=[0, 1] x [0, 1] in the
u-u phase plane. Since state variables u and u are defined as ratios, all possible solutions of (2.9)-(2.10) should satisfy (ta(t), u(t))€ Ufor all f > 0. Goodwin's
modeJ., however, does not capture this characteristic.
A second feature of Goodwin's model is its neutral stability property,
manifest in the existence of the closed-cycle solution tra,jectories discussed
above. Here, solution trajectories may stray outside U, even as a result of a
negative shock to either u or u. To see this, suppose that ?o is a closed trajectory passing through (uo, uo)€ { and that ?t€ Llfora1ll>0. Consider a shock
to the economy which reduces either u(t) or u(t) when these are beneath their
equilibrium values. The perturbed solution will then be a different, larger
closed trajectory, say 4, for which there now may be a time t1 such that 71
€ U. But no structural parameters have altered and the model's stationar1r
point remains unchanged. So, irrespective of the asymptotic stability of any
more realistic model, it must contain baffier functions to preclude such
behaviour.
A third and related characteristic of Goodwin's model is the degree to
which its cycles are sj,.rnmetric. The oscillations of both phase variables in the
model are approximately sinusoidal. Consequently, both variables exhibit
symmetry in terms of both business-cycle deepness alld sfeepness. First,
peaks and troughs are equidistant from the equilibrium trend in Goodwin's
model. Second, expansions and contractions are of equal duration and
absolute gadient. The solution trajectories of the model exhibit symmetry of
two other forms, as we1l. First, peaks and troughs are eqra\Iy rounded.a
Second, the model is approximately symmetric in the way in which stochastic
shocks affect its solution cycles: a shock during the expansionary phase which
causes the employment proportion to rise by (say) one percentage point is
approximately equivalent to a shock in the contractionary phase which causes this proportion to fall by a percentage point since both cause the economy
to shift to new rycles which are very close to each other. This form of potential asymmetry is different to the asymmetric shock-response investigated and
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modelied by Potter (1994, 1995), who is concerned with the persistence of
shocks, i.e. the speed at which a series returns to trend following a shock.
Since Goodwin's model has neuhal stability, any shock to its solution trajectories is perfectly persistent.
The preceding discussion has highlighted some of the limitations of
Goodwin's model and we illustrate them further with results from simulating
the model in section 7. The Goodwin model has other economic shortcomings
which we have not discussed here. Most important of these is its neglect of
aggregate demand considerations, in particular its assumptions that all profits are reinvested and of full capital utilisation.s Although the modifications we
propose do not directly address these weaknesses, our resulting model nevertheless behaves in a way more realistic than Goodwin's as far as they are concerned, as we show in section 5. In the next two sections, we first present two
extensions to Goodwinh model which suggest a way of overcoming the limitations discussed, before analysing the new model's mathematical properties.

3. A

NEw MoDEL

A major source of the Goodwin model's unrealism is the fact that wage share
growth or contraction depends only upon employment proportion: the current
distribution of income does not directly affect its future development. At the
same time, growth or contraction of the employment proportion is determined
only by the wage share: the current degree of employment/unemployrnent has
no eflect on how that ratio will change. This would suggest that any modified
model should include terms in positive powers of u in the expression for u lu,
and terms in positive powers of u in the expression for ti/ v, Moreover, not only
do we require the state variables u and u to be constrained within t-I as discussed above, we would also expect the growth in these variables to decelerate they approach unity. Thus, in our modified system we require u --- O as u
--- I and u -+ 0 as u --- 1. This we achieve by the incorporation of so-called barier functions.
Our modified model takes the form:
(s.1)

:=l*-a'.0>

nr-")r,ot,

(s.21

where, for the model to be economically realistic, | (z) ---+ 0 as u ---+ 1, with /, (u)
> 0 for a< 1, and /2(u) -+ 0 as u ---+ 1, with /2(u) > O for u < 1. The primed
parameters a', -B', y', p'and o'correspond, to a, B, y, p arrd o of equations (2.9)
and (2.10), however their meaning in the new model is subtley altered. We discuss this in more detail below, in section 5.
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We then choose the following forms for

/,

l,2OO7

and

'f,(u)=t,(1-u)'

f,(Y) = r,(l-v)'

/r:
rr >0 ,

(3.3)

rr>0'

(3.4)

where rc1 and rc2 are constants.
Our model thus becomes:

U

,,

.r ,,

,\

,_l

-=r(r(l-,)i -\d -y t+-pvl
,;'
fr
I I
=r,(l-v)l --(a' - f')--ul
,

vLd6)

(s.5)
(3.6)

f, and f" given by equations (3.3) and (3.4)-and the resulting
equations (3.5)-(3.6)-are suffrcient to guarantee that solution trajectories
remain within the economically realistic unit square of the u-u phase plane.
The term {l - u) in /r is the profit share. As it approaches zero (as the wage
share approaches unity), growth in the wage share must also slow to zero.
Thus, wage shane can never exceed unity. Similarly, the term (1 - u) in /2 is
the unemployment proportion. As it tends towards zero, employment grouth
will also approach zero, preventing the employment proportion ever exceeding
unity.
We can note here that our innovation is analogous to the concept of carcapacity
in ecological models. ln ecological predator-prey models, the
rying
growth in species population will depend upon, not only inter-species interaction, but also intra-species interaction and wider environmental resources.
Both of these additional factors will act to limit population growth to the socalled environmental carrying capacity. This is the stable equilibrium density
to which a species' population tends as a result of intraspecifrc competition. It
is called a carrying capacity because it represents the population size that the
resources of the environment can just maintain, or carry lBegon et al., 1996\.
Each of our expressions f, and f, is analogous to the Verhulst-Pearl logistic
form, g = r(I- ul Q, where g =v/v is the species growth rate, ris the maximum species gro\trth rate which would (hypotheticalM obtain when the
species population, 4 is zero, and Cis tJle species carrying capacity. Since, in
our economic model the limiting value {or carrying capaciq/) of both state variables is unity, we have C = 1.6
Thus far we have modilied Goodwin's model such that rising u will
dampen the growth in u and rising v will dampen the growth in ,. In realiq/,
however, the effect of both variables on their own subsequent growth is contradictory. There exist both positive and negative feedback effects of wageshare level on wage-share growth, and of emp1o5,-rnent-proportion level on

The forms for
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employment-proportion growth. The forms of fi ar:d f2 given by equations (3.3)
and (3.4) capture only one pole of these contradictory relationships. In our
second extension to Goodwin's model, we modili' /1 and /, in such a way that
both poles, that is, both positive and negative feedback effects, are captured.
The resulting model has a rich economic interpretation, which we will discuss
in more detail in section 5, below, and moreover generates interesting economic outcomes, including asymmetric cycles, as we show in section 7.
Our new forms offr andt are:

rruu'(l-u)^,
f.r(v) - rzvh (7 - v)^ ,
.f,(u)=

Kt>0, A >0, ?, >0,

(3.7)

Kz > 0, pz > 0, q, > 0

(3.8)

The tuning parameters-indices p1, 4r, y" and q" and multipliers rc, and r, in
(3.7) and (3.8)- allow the generation of aysmmetric cycles since they cause
the dynamics (or propogation) of the cycle to vary over its constituent stages.
Consider, for example, expression (3.7). When uis small, say 0<u =€<< 1,
we have

l(e) - r, eh -Kr1t

ea*' +

O(eh*'),

€-+ 0,

so that only the parameter p1 is influential in determining the value of fi(u)
and hence the rate of change of ttre wage share. On the other hand, with u
close to unity, say0 < 1-u= e<.1 ,wehave

J0-e)-r,

e^

-rrp,

ea*t

+

O(eh*2), €-+0,

and hence it is now the parameter 4, which plays the influential role in determining the rate of change of the wage share. Anal.ogous considerations apply
to r{r) in (3.8).
The model thus becomes

u

!

v

= *rp^

(l -u)^ l-(a'

= y,y,,

11

-

+ y'y

t

p'vl

(3.e)

\ - o, - p' - \"f.
o
L6

u.1,,1

(3. 10)

J

Setting Fr = 4t= lh = 4: = 0 and Kr =Kz = 7, and, a'= cx,B'=8, etc., our modifred model reduces to Goodwin's original specification.
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4 STATIoNARY PoINTS, STABILITY AND THE CYCLE'S PERIOD
In this section we analyse the model and show that its solution trajectories
describe closed curves. We consider first the linearised system, then show that
the stationary point not on the boundary of Uis, in fact, a nonlinear centre.
We go on to consider the cycle's period.
We

write equations (3.9)-(3.10) as
t
u = KruT (I

i

=

Kzv'b+t (7

- u)^ l-a, + brvl,

(4.1)

+ brul,

(+.2J

-

v)'h

f-a,

in which

at=a'+Y'
br= P'
az=\lo'-(a'+ F')

bz= llo'

>0
>0
>0
>0

wherein the restrictions O . q. b; apply for i = 1, 2.
In both Goodwin's model and our model, the u- and v-axes are barders
which cannot be crossed by solution trajectories in the z-u phase plane. The
barrier functions /r (z) and /2 (u) introduced above prevent solution trajectories
from crossing the other two sides of the unit square U. To see this in the full
model, one can use (4.1) and (4.2) to show that, when either u or u is near to
unity, say 0 < 1 - u, 7 - u = €( 1, we have

+o(ea*1),
i'= rz(bzv - ar) et? +o(€?r'r),

i = rcr(bl - a)

eh

u e [0,1]

z e [0,1]

Thus for nr, 42 > O, ri,u -+ 0 as € ---+ O and the barrier functions.therefore play
their role satisfactorily. Expressions can be derived for ei and ii to determine
the relevant decelerations as the barriers are approached, but these require a
consideration of balances of different indices in order to determine the most
dominant effects as € - 0; as such they are particularly complicated and do
not add to our discussion. Note that, in Goodwin's model, in which all indices
are zeto, a similar argument gives I - xr(bru - a1)and v --- \(bzu - az) as e ---u
0, confirming that trajectories cross the boundary of U with a non-vanishing
velocity when u I arlb, and u + a2lb2 respectively.
Turning now to a consideration of stability, we set a =Oand v =0in
equations (4.1) and (4.2) to obtain five stationary points: each of the vertices
of U (ali of which are saddle points) and the point (u*, u1 = la"l b2, a1l b1J.
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Linearising about the stationary point (z*, u') internal
u= U + u* EJ)d, u= V + u*, we obtain

Ga-lilean transformations

to

U via the

=xr4lu+ual,,-'ft_u+_91^y,
v = -rzbzlv +v+'!P"-,11-r* -y1r, g ,
u

(4.3)
(4.41

For which the Jacobian matrix is

0
r,b(z*)4-r(l-'r+)4r.l.
t=!!41r*.r*1=l
AG.V)' l-r,b,(v*;a'r (l -v,t)"
0
I
The characteristic equation for the eigenvalues

of

gives
)'2 + x,xrbrbr(u+)A.'11- u*;'t' 1vr';r"*Lp

J,l J -

- v*)'' = 0

il

1=

0

therefore

,

wherein the second term on the left-hand side is always positive. Thus we have
?, = tiQ, where
{12 =

=

\rzbrbz(u*)A'r (l -

\rzapt(u*)P,

(1

u+)?'

- u*)

(v+)r't (1-

(v+)h

(1

-

v+)t'

{4.s1

v+)'1,

Since the eigenvalues L are purely imaginary, the stationary point of the linearised system is a centre, and so the full nonlinear system could have
(Arrowsmith and Place, 1982) either a centre or a (stable or unstable) focus at
(u *, uf. The cycles are in fact closed, as we now show.
Dividing equation (4.2) by equation (4.1) we obtain

dv
du

K2rt'e, (l

- v)4' (a2 - b2u)
KflL'k (l - u)^ (-at + 4v)'

which is a separable equation with first integral
a1-Uu'
a. - hy'
I
I _______::)___J:_dv,=lnK.
a
I|_Kt(u')'-A (l -u')?' du, + .b| rf,(y'),'",(1-v,)h

(4.61

constant.

Now define in turn

pi

=

(Ki,lti,Uilai b),

ntl;p)=ddiy dl,
H(€:p,)=

o<a, <b,

EhG':p,)d€', 0<f <1

G({; p,) = exp{H((; p,,.
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so that (4.7) yields

G(u;pr) G(v;pr)= K

14

t tl

We therefore have

6G(t:n,\
.aHe:pt't
_-t-=exptff\E:Ptt__fr
=G(t:p)h(E;pit
wherein the factor G(6;pJ is clearly non-negative
note from (4.8) and (4.9) that,

(4.12)

for all { e [0, I ]. We

HGip)- - o' q-' - 4.1.-h' '.1' ' +o({ 4l,
K,lr,- r,(l- p,)

{

-+ 0

which, since ;.r; > 0, tends to -oo as { ---+ 0+. Hence, by {a.10), G({; p) ---+ 0. as
6 - 0' and, by (a.8), G therefore increases monotonically from zero to a maximum value G-"," = expf{q lbi; fil in ( e p, atl brl, wherafter it decreases
monotonically {but not necessarily back down to zero) in E € @i/bi, t]. Hence
G has a unique maximum in the unit interval and so (u, u) pairs in U satisfring (4.11) lie on closed trajectories: the full nonlinear system is indeed a centre.

It is recognised that, for this particular system of coupled differential
equations, the ability to prove the existence of a (global) nonlinear centre is a
consequence ofthe separability of (a.6). Whilst such a global proofis impossible in the more general case, whether or not (rr, u) constitutes a local centre
can be determined via an asymptotic, aigorithmic stability analysis as per
Davies and James (1966). In particular, when bcth the numerator and the
denominator on the right-hand side in (4.6) are homogeneous pollmomials of
second degree in u and u, a more specific method due to Bautin (Davies and
James, 1966, p.193) is appropriate.
The duration of the business cycle is of interest to economists and policy-makers. With this is mind we consider the cycle's period. In the neighbourhood of the stationary point (2, u) = \u*, u1 = (oel bz, ar/bt), tt:e linearised
system is
_u*)hv,
LI =

K,hlu*lrfrll

y = -rcrbrlv*lo'u l1- v*)a, LI .
This system has solution

[u-]=f

.

cos(or + a,)l

l/ ] fr, sin{ At + ar) l
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where kl, k2 and rs are constants which depend upon the parameters in equations (4.13) and (4.14), and Q is defined in equation (4.5), above. It therefore
follows that, close to the equilibrium point (z*, u*), the cycle's pefiod T is
approximated by

*2r
arpror
-

c,
lr.,rrarar(u*)h

(7

- u*)^ (v*)ttl (1-

v\4!lk

(4. 1s)

It is clear from equation (4.15) that 4pp.o* increases with increasing values of
the powers Hr,4t, lz and 4, and decreases with increasing rc, and rr. When
we have !e= 4z= ltt = t1t = 0 and rc1 = K2 = I, the expression gives the period
of the approximation to the original Goodwin cycle, as expected.
Equation (4.15) is only an approximation to I, va-lid close to the stationary point. As we move further away from (u, u), the approximation becomes
less accurate. For general values of the parameters, it is not possible to obtain
explicit closed-form solutions for rr(t) and t;(f) and we necessarily resort to
numerical integration of (3.9)-(3.10); in particular, this will also be used to
investigate more thoroughly the cycle's period away from (z*, u"). But before
this investigation, we turn to the economic interpretation of our modifrcation
of Goodwin's model.

5. EcoNoMIcs oF THE NEw woRLD
Our modified modeL has a rich economic interpretation, reflecting many
aspects of reality not captured by the original specification, including: questions of social power and control, aggregate demand, and variable rates of capital utilisation, productivity growth and labour-force growth.
The expression /1 @\: KpF'(l- u)a in equations (3.1) and (3.5) reflects
the fact that changes in distributional shares are influenced by the 1evel of the
wage share, and its inverse, the profit share and, as such, fi captures aspects
of capitalist-economy macro-dlmamics not present in Goodwin's model.
Moreover, tJris expression directly limits workers' share of national income
such that it cannot rise above 100 per cent. In Goodwin's model, real-wage
gro$th is determined solely by workers' strength in the labour market, proxied by the empioyment proportion. In real economies, other factors influence
the level of the real wage and the aggregate distribution of income into wages
and profits. Here we distinguish two of these factors, which have contradictory effects. First, firms' price-setting behaviour is influenced by both target and
actual distributional shares. The lower the profrt share of national income (i.e.,
the higher the wage share), the more iikely firms are to respond to wage growth
with price increases. We can associate this effect with the (1 - u)ttl lgnn in
j(u). Second, we can think of the phase variable u as measuring more than
the distribution of income; it is also a measure of the relative social power of
the two classes. Money, or share of income, can be used not only to purchase
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consumption goods and services, but in addition to hnance trade unions,
political parties and other forms of organisation. In short, workers attempt to
use their share of national income to further increase this share. We can associate this effect with the ul'l term in fr(a). The tuning parameters, the multiplicative term rc1 and the powers pt and, r7, measure the way in which the
dynamic modelling of social power, including firms' pricing behaviour, unfolds
as the underlying distributional shares change. One would expect their values
to be determined empirically.
In the expression for employment proportion growth (equations (3.2)
and (3.6)), the term fr(v) = r]"'(l-v)a' reflects the fact that this variable cannot exceed unity. More generally, it captures the extent to which employment
and unemployment proportion levels affect the way in which these variables
change. Tlne function frlr), Itr<e the function fi(u) in the wage-share growth
equation, captures two effects. First, in Goodwin's specification, growing
employment brakes further output and employment growth indirectly, due to
its effect on profits. We term this the distnbutional or proJit-squeeze limit to
employment. However, there is in addition a direct limit to emplojment and
employment grovrth. As the employment proportion grows, the unemployed
proportion of the workforce correspondingly falls, it becomes increasingly difficult for employers to lill vacancies due to sectoral, ski1l and geographical
rigidities and also their own increasing search costs. We term t}lis llre natural
or physlcal limit to employment.T Second, as we briefly noted in section 2, in
his original model, Goodwin does not consider the role of aggregate or effective
demand (the reatisation probtem in Marxian terminologf. He simply assumes
that all wages ane consumed and all profits are reinvested, whilst the capitaloutput ratio remains constant. More realistically, investment will depend not
only upon profits and the profit share, but also upon the rate of utilisation. In
our specifrcation, we cannot model this effect explicitly. However, we do capture it implicitly:as we show below, utilisation initially rises (capital-output
ratio ralls) with rising emplo;'rnent, and the rate of employment proportion
growth also (initially) rises as its own level rises. Thus, there is an association
between utiiisation and employment growth. This effective demand effect is
associated with the terlJjv4'in S(u). The tuning parameters rc2, y2 a])d ry2
measure the strengths of this limiting factor and of the multiplier effect. As for
ts1, p, and,4, in the wage-growth eqrration, one would expect their values to be
determined empirically.
The parameters, d', p', t', p' and o', in our equations (3.5) and (3.6) do
not correspond exactly to cx, p, y, p and o in Goodwin's specihcation (equations
(2.9) and (2.1O)). In Goodwin's model, these parameters are equal to the true
values of, respectively, productivity growth, labour-force growth, (minus one
times) Phillips curve intercept and slope, and capital-output ratio, which are
all assumed to be constant. In our model these economic variables do in fact
vary.
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The corresponding primed patameters in our model can be thought ofas base
ual:uesi t}jLe true va-Iues will depend also upon the tuning parameter and the
stage of the cycle, i.e., upon u and/or u.

uwa
uwa

(s.u

Then from equations (2.4) and (2.6), we have,
(s.2)
an

so that we can write employment-proportion growth as

!=!-! -n
vqan

(s.3)

It follows from equations (3.9) and (5.1) and from (3.10) and (5.3) that we must
have
w

_d

wa

= *ruu, 1l _ u),l_(a, + y,) +

p,vl,

(s.4)

-i =*,rn(l-,4,,lL-@'+il+")
q-dan
6
4

lo

(s.s)

)

We can then see from equations (5.4) arrd (5.5) how productivity growth and
the other structural variables vary over the business cycle. Denoting actual
values by a carat, we obtain, from equation (5.4),
d = r,u" (l - u)" dt = I1@ra'

i

i

= r,uh (1- u)q y' = fr(u)y'

= rfto, (l

-

u),,

p'

= fr(u) p'

.

,

.

(s.6)
(s.7)
(5.8)

And from equation (5.5) we obtain,

a=

1
o'= 1o'.
rrv!"(l-v)h fr(u)

iJV =xzv'(l-v)h(a'+ B)= f,(v)(a'+ f').
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Considering first true productivity growth d , this variable is given explicitly
as a function of u (equation (5.6)). Thisfunction takes value zero at a = 0 and
u = 1, and is positive for 0 < u < 1, in which it has a unique maximum.
Differentiating equation (5.6) with respect to u we obtain

!4

=

r,auu-'11-u)^ 'lt4-{p, +t7,1u].

(s.1

1)

Since the terms preceeding the square brackets in equation (5.11) are always
positive, it is easy to see that true productivity growth is maximised relative to
u at u = yr lfitt + r1t]'.
Thus equation (5.6), which expresses productivity growth as a function
of wage share has an inverted-U shape. This relationship is congruent with
economic theory. The positive relationship between productivity growth rates
and wage share at lower values of the latter variable is consistent with a number of theoretical frameworks. For example, in Schumpeterian or evolutionary
theory, firms which innovate are able to acquire market power and hence
become more profitable. As wages and wage share rise, such innovating hrms
are better able to suwive the consequent fall in the profit share (Geroski et al.,
1993). That is, as wage share rises, competitive pressures in the economy
intensift, with innovating, productivity-enhancing firms more likely to survive
the enhanced process of creative destruction (Kleinknecht, 1998).
Alternatively, within an endogenous growth framework, the higher the wage
share, the more 1ikely profit-maximising {irms are to invest in technolog' likely to reduce labour costs through raising productivity. However, beyond a certain level ofwage share, one would expect this variable's relationship with the
rate of productivity growth to become negative. As profits are 'squeezed',
expectations of future profits will also be revised downwards and frrms will
tend to be both less willing and less able to ma-l(e new investments. Since most
productivity-enhancing innovations can only be realised through investment
in new technolo5/, productivity growth will be lowered in this situation.
Productivity growth also appears in equation (5.10), but cannot be separated from labour-force growth in this expression. This term, d+ B , rneasures the rate at which the employment proportion declines, ceteri.s partbus, as
a result of the combined effects of productivity growth and and labour-force
growth.
u=Q
The function (5.10) has a similar form to {5.6}: a + p is zero
^t
at
maximum
and u = 1 and is.positive between these values. It has a unique
proportion
+
at
u = y2l@2 4r), which we can interpret as the employment
which the displacement (both actual and potential) of existing workers is maximised.
Again, the inverted- U-shaped form of (5.10) is congruent with economic theory. Considering first productivity growth, if we take emploJ,'rnent proportion to
be a proxy for the level of effective demand in the economy,s the the positive
association between these two variables, on the one hand, and productivity
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growth, on the other, is consistent with Schmookler's (1966) hypothesis of
demand-pulled innovations' (Kleinknecht, 1998), which has received empirical support from Geroski andWalters (1995) and Brouwer and Kleinknecht
(1999). Moreover, Kleinknecht and Naastepad (2002) cite firm-level empirical
evidence that suggests a positive relationship between employment security
(which is positively correlated with employment proportion), on the one hand,
and innovation (Michie and Sheehan, 1999) and productivity growth
(Kleinknecht et aL, 19971, on the other. The rationale for these {indings is the
enhancement of employee trust arld loyalty engendered by job-security, which
in turn leads to greatet productivity. However, once emplo5rment proportion
rises beyond a certain level, we would expect this positive relationship to be
reversed. With high employment, it is likely that u'orkers use their strength
not only to secure higher wages, but also to resist, frequently tacitly, firms'
attempts to increase productivity, particularly those which may result in
intensified work. The clearest example of this is the productivity crisis experienced by most advanced capitalist economies in the l97os (GIyn et al., 1991).
Turning now to the impact of the employ.rnent proportion on labourforce force, it is likely that more people will be drawn into the workforce as
employment grows. An important way this can happen is through labour
migration, frequently facilitated through a variety of explicit and tacit government policies. In recent decades, the phenomenon of temporary and seasonal
Iabour migration, u.tithin global geographical regions (in particular the
European Union and Central and Eastern Europe, on the one hand, and North
America, on the other) has grovrn in importance (OECD, 1998, 2001) and thus
this factor can play a role at the shorter-range frequencies ofthe typical business cycle {eight years or so). Rising employment proportion might also
encourage more married v/omen to enter the labour force, however the effect
of this factor over business-cycle frequencies is likely to be more marginal.
Beyond a critical value of u (in our model, u = yr/(y. + 4r), however, we
might expect this positive relationship to be reversed. First, the erareriece of
many advanced capitalist economies in the 196Os and 70s suggests that following two decades of stable economic growth and high employment, many
people began to question working patterns. The very fact that employment
rates were very high meant these people were able to 'drop out' or otherwise
adopt flexible working practices (on their own terms, not their employers') with
very little risk to their future career prospects. A second reason for the reversal of this relationship is indirect, acting through wage levels. With high
employment, workers are able to increase their own income levels. With a
familial backward-bending labour-supply curve, this may result in a decline
in the economically-active population.e
Considering now the Phillips curve, we can see from equations (5.7) and
(5.8) that, in our model, although the values of the paramete rc i, and, p vary
through the cycle, their raHo does not. Thus the employment proportion at
which real wage growth is zero remains constant, at v = i I b . As the parame-
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ters of the (linearised) Phillips curve vary, the turve' itself rotates about the
point (v,r,i,i ll) = (y' I p', 0), That is, the responsiveness of real-wage growth to
the employment proportion is dependent upon the distribution of income (and
of social power). The parameters i
i reach a maximum when u= hljtt
"od
+ r7), 1.e., this is the wage share at which the Phillips curve is steepest and
real-wage growth is most responsive to the employment proportion.
The relationship between the slope of the Phillips curve and profitability has been explored by Tsakalotos (2002). He argues that the neo-Keynesian
model of, say, Ball et aL (1988) impties a negative relationship between profitability and Phillips-curve slope. In our model, this regime corresponds to
wage shares below u = l4l(h + 4r), for which the relationship between wage
share and the Phillipt cuwe's gradient is positive. At wage shares above this,
the relationship between wage share {prolitability) and Phillips-curve Sradient
is negative (positive) and this, Tsakalotos suggests, is consistent with a social
conflict model, such as developed by Rowthorn (1977). Thus, our model is consistent with two alternative theoretical approaches to inflation: whether the
cycle exists in a neo-Keynesial regime or a social conflict regime depends
upon the level of the wage share. lt should be emphasised that the model will
not generally switch between the two regimes within a the course of a single
business cycle. Over business-cycle timescales, the economy will tend to operate in a region either above or below the 'critical'value of u.10
Finally, considering true capital-output ratio, d, we can see from equa(5.9)
that the relationship between this variable and the employment protion
portion is U-shaped. The ratio's value is minimised at u = U2l(Y2 + 42). When
employment proportion is below this critical value, the relationship between
the two variables is negative: as employment rises, so does the capital-utilisation rate (the capital-output ratio falls). The relationship between emplol'rnent
proporlion and growth in employment proportion is also positive below this
point, which is consistent with effective demand effects and an investment
function including capital utilisation on the right-hand side'rr High capitalutilisation, however, tends to require a high degree of employee-flexibility in
the workplace, which may involve greater work intensities, flexible working
hours and so on. When the employment proportion becomes 'too high', i.e,
above the critical value u = U2/(p2+q2\, our model shifts into a conflict regime.
In this regime the relationship between capital output ratio (utilisation rate)
becomes positive (negative) as workers use the rising strength associated with
increased emplol,.rnent to oppose such workplace-flexibility

6 Nurrontcal

STMULATIoNS

As stated above, it is not possible to obtain analytical expressions for either
state variable as a function of time, or for the period of the model's solution
cycles, so that progress is effected by approximating the original continuous
differential equations by their discrete difference-equation counterparts.
Speci{ically, we employ a fourth-order Runge-Kutta finite-difference procedure
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(Gerald and Wheatley, 1994) to integrate (3.9)-(3.10) numerically in time. We
use a variable-timestep method that gives a relative eror of 0.O1 per cent in
the simulations, as we note below in section 7.
Enlcloyri€nl
p.opo.lion, y

U

lnm

U'

u m8)(

Figure 1: Aanotatio! of polnte otr the cycle fut the u-v phase ptrane.

In order to consider the asymmetry of solutions, we deliberately break the
cycle into four quadrants delineated by (extremal) cardinaL points as per
Figure 1. Given a point (uo, r,l0)€ 4 we first use (4.11) to determine the relevant value of K, K6 say, for the cycle on which (u6, u6) lies. Using these coordinates, and the parameter vectors pl and pr, calculate
K"= G(uo; p) G(Do; p2l.
Then, noting that the dividers of the quadrants must pass through (u*, u),
which is known, we can obtain u^; and u-o" as the two roots of

G(u;p,\=

Ko

G(v*; pr)

and unin and.

u,,,o,

.l

as the two

::r"
U(v;

,,

)

=

K^
-------!-.

G(:u*; pr)'

that there are two, and only two, roots in each case is guaranteed by the aforementioned nature of G. Subsequently, integrations with a time step of At = O. 1
ftrears) are effected (N.8. anticlockwise) between consecutive extremal points
around the rycle. In this way, estimates for tl;e quarter periads, T;- where i=
iv, iii, ii, i as per the usual trigonometric quadrant counter
can be

-
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obtained.r2 Then ? is merely the sum of these: T -Z:=rT
We use these quarter-periods to calculate measures of business-cycle
steepness. The wage share is contracting as the cycle moves from point (u'"*,
u1 to point {q"i", ,*) and is expanding as the cycle returns from (u-',.,, uJ to
(u-"", ul. We then measure wage-share steepness by the (absolute) ratio of its
average expansion gradient to its average contraction gradient, which simplifies to the ratio of the period of contraction to the period of expansion. First,
we define state-variable amplitudes by a,= u-,"- u-r., and Au= u^"*- u^in
whereafter we define
A lT.
T +T-ir
-t
-tt +T
(6.1)
U.='n
--rt

" A./\,,+7, \,+1

The measure 16, is less (greater) than unity if the wage-share contractions are
steeper (less steep) than expansions; such series are called dolun-steep (uPsteep). Similarly, the employment propotion is contracting as the cycle moves
from (u*, u,,,J to (u*, umin) and expanding as the cycle moves from (u*, umin) to
(u*, u,,'J. We can then define

u"= A"

1T,,,

+7,,

7,"

+T

4tr*\= r,,J\

(6.2)

Business-cycle deepness concems the extent to which a series'troughs are
deeper reJ.ative to trend than its peaks are high. We thus use the values our
state variables take at their turning points to measure their deepness.
Accordingly, we define turning-point meas]ures
u^--

-d

-

u'

- y*
-y-,.

(6.3)

(6.4)

On this measure, the series is deep (tall) if the measure is less (greater) than
unlty.
In addition to the tuming-point measures of business-cycle asymmetry,
defined above, we calculate Sichel's (1993) measures of steepness and deepness, which are based upon the skewness of a series' hrst differences ald levels, respectively. An advantage of Sichel's measures, when applied to realworld data, is that they avoid the need to accurately identify business-cycle
turning points. His measures have gained some popularity in the literature on
business-rycle asymmetry and it is interesting to compare them with more
traditional measures based on turning points. Thus to measure the deepness
of the stationary cyclical component, xr, of a series he suggests computing
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(6 s)

where i and o(x) are respectively the mean and standard deviation of ;:r, and
.lV is the sample ske. If the series is deep (tall) it will have negative (positive)
skewness, that is, D()c) < (>)0.
The measure of steepness is computed using the cyclical component's
fi rst difference, A..rr:
S7(Ar, 1=

'

I-''

- axi'
-'
No(Ax)'
t

ax.

(6.6)

where At and o(Ax) are the mean and standard deviation of AJc. For a steep
series (one whose contractions are steep) its first differences will have negative
skewness, that is, S4Ax) < 0; for a series which exhibits expansionary
steepness, the first differences' skewness will be positive, SI{Ax) > 0.

Tablc 1: Guid€ to measures of solution-cycl€ chefacteristico
Peiod. and. q uarter-period.s
T
Tiu

Tota.l cycle period

Tiii
Tii
Ti

Quarter-cycle periods

("-*, ,1 to (rz\ u-i")
(a*, uDin to (ubin, u1

{

)
Wage-share amplitude

Empl.-prop, amplitude
Ild

Wage-shaJe deepness
Empl.-prop. deepness
[4t Wage-share steepness
u-. Empl.-prop. steepness
Vd

I
t

I

(r6in,
umsj{

u)

to lu",

u^

J

fu*,

to (utnd, v*)

Turntng-point n9asures

Peak-to-trough distance

J

Ratio of peak height to trough depth

)

Ratio of expansion grad. to contraction grad,

Sichel's meosures

D("J
Dlul
S4Au)
SI{Au}

Wage-share deepness

't

Empl.-prop. deepness

t

Wage-sharesteepness

Empl.-prop.steepness

tt

Skewness of series' levels
Skewness of series' first differences
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We are thus able to calculate wage-share and employment-proportion deepness, D(u) and D(u), by substituting into equation (6.5) the JV= I/At values of
ut and vt recorded over the cycle. Then by substituting first differences of
these values into equation (6.6), we can calculate Sichelt measures of wageshare and employment- proportion steepness, S7(Az) and S{Au}. Variable
names for solution-cycle characteristics are summarised in Table 1.
The reduced form of our model {4.f)-(4.2) has ten independent structural parameters: a,, br, arandb2 (derived from d,P,y,par:.d o,allof which
have a counterpart in Goodwin's model); and the si-\ tuning parameters, rcI,
't2, lt1, 4t, p, and 4r. The model's solution trajectories will depend not only
upon the values of these ten parameters but also upon the initial conditions,
uo and uo. Given that there are also several measures of the solution characteristics, an exhaustive investigation of the model is precluded by the enormity of possible parametric permutations. Accordingly, we simplify the task
somewhat by holding constant a', p', y', p' and, o', and hence the four reducedform parameters a1, br, a" and b2, which derive from them. Thus the stationary point of economic interest, (ni, u\ = (ar/ br, arlbt\ = (1-(o' + P')o',
(u' * y') I p), also remains invariant. These values are reported in Table 2. As
we noted in section 5, above, the primed parameters are only basis values for
the true parameters, A,P,i:b arrd d , *irich also depend upon the values of
the tuning parameters and state variables. As we shall see in section 7, the
values chosen result in economically realistic values of the true parameters in
some of the simulations; they also imply economically realistic equilibrium
values of the wage share and employment proportion-respectively, 60 per
cent and 94 per cent.

Table 2: Structural parameter valuee

a'= 0.10 ar = 15.10 a*:0.60
p'=0.10 4 = 16.00 v* = 0.94375
v'=l5OO az = 0'30
P'=16.00
o' = 2.00
We perform simulations by varying both the tuning-parameter values
and the initial conditions. For each simulation we report: total cycle period, ?,'
phase-variable amplitudes, Au ar:d Aui and the turning-point and skewness
measures of asymmetry, which we described above and have summarised in
Table 1. In addition, we calculate and report the approximation to the cycle's
period, fpp**, based on the linearised system and given by equation (4.15),
which is valid onlv close to (a". ut.
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7

SIMUI-ATrON RESULTS

We begin by simulating Goodwin's origina.I specification of the model, given by
the system (2.91-(2.10\ (or, alternatively, by (3.9)-(3.10), with rc, = x. = | and p,

= er = ltz = 4z = Al, choosing twelve different pairs of initial conditions. In all
simulations, we use a step-size ofAt = 0.1, which gives a relative error in both
u(t) and u{t) of 0.01 per cent or appfoximately t hours per lo-year cycle).l3
Results of these simulations are summarised in Table 3, and three solution tmjectories (and their corresponding time series) a.re plotted in Figure 2.
Table 3: Charact€ristica of Goodwin's model
(r,[0, u0l

T

A", u-*, A,, u^u, ua D(u)
pts Yo % pts Yo

r.r.t

SqAu) ud D(u) u"r SqAu)

%

{0.s3,o.87) 2.99 70.55 102.O3 r5.50 ro2.34 r.47 0.41 l.06 0.06 1.03 0.06 0.78 -0.41
{0.s4,0.88) 2.98 6O.s7 95.30 1s.s4 101.20 1.40 0.35 1.05 0.05 1.03 0.05 0.81 -0.35
(o.55,O.89) 2.96 50.75 88.91 11.20 100.08 1,32 0.30 1.04 0.O4 1.03 0.O4 0.84 -O.30
(o.s6,0.90) 2.97 4r.O5 82.85 9.07
94.94 r.26 0.24 1.03 0.04 1.O2 0.O4 0.A7 -O.24

3r.47 77.rr
71.67
66.54
2.96 3.39 61.71

(0.57,0.9r) 2.96

{0.58,0,92) 2.96 22.OO
(0.59,0.93) 2.95 12.63
(0.60,0.941

6.97 97.9O 1.19 0.18 1.02 0.03 r.01 0.03 0.90 -0.18
4.a7 96,83 I.13 O.13 1.02 O.02 l.O1 0.02 O.92 -0.13
2,80 95.7a I.O7 0.O8 1.0r 0.01 1_01 O-01 0.95 -0.08
O.75 94.75

r.O2 O.02 1.00 0.OO 1.00 0.OO 0.99 -0.02

67.59 3-23 96.00 1.08 O-09 1.01 0.01 1.O1 0.01 O.95 -O.O9
72.56 5.22 97.Or r.I4 0.14 LO2 0.02 1.01 O.O2 O.92 -O.14
77.77 7.21 98.03 1_20 0.19 1.03 O.03 1.01 0-03 0.90 -0.19
2.97 41.62 a3.2O 9.2O 99.05 1.26 0.24 r.03 0.04 1.02 O.O4 O.a7 -O.24

(0.60,0.96f 2.96 14.58
(0.61,0,97f 2.96 23.57
(0.62,0.98) 2.96 32.60
(0.63,0.991

We note from Figure 2 the existence of cycles which stray outside Uwhen initial values (u6, uo) are sulficiently far from (u *, u1. Note in particular that this
economically unrealistic outcome is not merely the result of starting the cycle
close to the boundary of L.I, since it can clearly arise when u6 < u errd u6 < u.
Using (2.11) we calculate the period of the linear approximation to the

rycle as 2.95 $ears). This figure should be compared to the the values
obtained numerically, from the fu11 nonlinear cycle, in column 2 of Table 3,
which summarises results of integrations commencing from different initial
conditions (uo, uo), all other parameters remaining frxed. We observe that the
relative eror in the linear approximation is always less than 1 per cent for
realistic cycles, i.e. those contained within LL In Table 3 we also note that the
turning-point measure of employnent-proportion deepness, l/d of (6.4),
remains close to unity throughout; Goodwin's original model therefore predicts that the employment-proportion oscillates with near-equal amplitude
about its equilibrium value u*. By contrast, uo (of (6.3)) shows a marked
increase above unit5r, indicating that wage share is a tall series. That r.q, (of
(6.1)) varies little from unity indicates that wage share contracts and expands
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at approximateiy equal rates. By contrast, u"t (of (6.2)) falls noticeably below
unity, particularly for the larger amplitudes A,, so that emplol.ment proportion tends to expand more slowly than it contracts. That is, employment proportion is (down-)steep, whilst wage share is not steep. These observations on
the series' steepness and deepness are corroborated via the skewness measures D(u), D(u), S?(Au) and ST(Au) presented in Table 3.
Finally, we should note that since we have set tc1 = 12 = | and p, = 4r=
Lh = 4z = 0, the true' parameter values for productivity and Labour-force
gowth, capital-output ratio and Phillips-curve parameters are equal to their
basis values (the primed parameters). Clearly, in this this case, these values
(shown in Table 2) are not at all realistic. However, simulation results for
Goodwinh model are not substantially altered when more econoqrically reasonable values are chosen. For example, let us take d= o'= O.O3, B=B'= O.OI,
d=o'=3. i' =y'=o.ASand i = i'= o.z. Then, for all inidal points (u6, u6l
given in Table 3, solution trajectories stray outside [.I, the economically feasible region, with u-u* > 12Qo/o and. ,-* > 115 per cent in all cases, that is, the
problem of the state variables attaining values which exceed unity is actually
more severe,14
We now consider the first extension, given by equations (3.5)-(3.6) (or,
alternatively, by (3.9)-(3.10), v/ith p r = tlt = ltz = 17, = 0). We choose rcr = rc2 =
5, since this gives solution cycles whose periods are of the same order of magnitude as real-life business rycles (approximately 4-8 years); the same time
step and initial conditions are again used. Results of these simulations are
summarised in Table 4, and three solution trajectories (and their corresponding time series) are plotted in Figure 3.

Table 4: Simulation results for the first extenaior
lltt = ttz = o, 4r = 4z = Ll, with lcr = lcz = 5.
(uo,

u0)

T

A", u-"", A,, u-u, ud qu)
o/. Vo pts Vo
Yo pts

u*,

S{Au) u6 D(r) ?st S4

u)

9r.36 98.27 L1.39 9A.35 0,72 -0.32 0.54 -0.68 0.69 -1,01 1.26 0.37
87.r5 97.06 r0.0q 98.05 0.74 -0.30 0.57 -0.60 0.71 -0.84 1.23 0.33
[0.55,0.89) 4.66 81.22 95.17 8.74 97.71 0.76 0.27 0.62 -0.52 0.75 -0.6A 1,20 0.29
(o.56,0.90J 2.22 73.06 92.31 7.33 97.30 0_79 -O.24 0.67 -0.43 0.78 -0.53 r-r8 0-25
(0.57,0.9r) 4.24 62.r4 88.r4 5.84 96.83 0.83 -O.20 0.72'O,35 0.81 -0.39 r.14 0.21
(0.58,0.92) 4.1O 47.56 a2.30 4.26 96.26 O.a7 'O.14 O.79 -0.25 0.86 -0-27 1.O9 0.15
(0,59.0,93) 4.0030.18 74.45 2.57 95.57 0.92 0.09 0.87 -0.15 0.92 -0,15 1.06 0.09
(0.6o,0.s4) 3-97 A.a2 64.36 0.73 94.73 0.98 -0.03 0.96 -0.O4 0.98 0-04 r-02 0.03
(0.60,0.96) 4.04 41.39 79.46 3.61 96.00 0.89 -0.12 0.82 -0,21 0.89 -0.22 1.08 0.12

(0.53,0.87) 5,16

t0.54.0.88) 4.91

89.75 6.36 97.OO O.a2 '0.2I 0.70 -0.37 0.81 -O.44 r.15 0.22
4.86 86.31 96,80 9,87 98.00 0.74 -0.29 0.58 -0.58 0.72 0.81 1..23 0.33
t0-63.0-99) 6.77 97.65 99.71 15.12 99.00 0.69 -O.37 0.44 -0.89 0.62 -r.62 1.33 0.47
(0.61,0.97) 4.3O 66.26
10.62,o-98)
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Flgure 2t Goodwin's model: schematic solution traJectories for
alterrrative initlal condltlons,
Top, middle and bottom sub-figures respectively show z-u phase
plane, u time series and u time series. Equilibrium values are respecUvely denoted by u* and u*. Note how both u and u exceed unity.

It is immediately evident from Figure 3 and Table 4 that all trajectories now
remain within the economically feasibie region, U, as expected. It is also clear
that the time series of n(t) and

r.{t) have changed markediy.
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Top, middle and bottom sub-hgures respectively show u-u phase plane, u
time series and u time series. Equilibrium values are respectively denoted
bv z" and uo.
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Using (4.15) we now calculate the period of the linear approximation to the
cycle as 3.94 $ears). This figure should be compared to the the values
obtained numerically, from the fuI1 nonlinear cycle, in column 2 of Table 4,
which again summarises results of integrations commencing from the initial
conditions (uo, uol. What is noteworthy in these simulations is that the
increased nonlinearity of the system (relative to the Goodwin specification)
erodes the accuracy of the approximate cycle period far more rapidly as the
cycle's amplitudes, A,, and Au, increase. Considering the series, asymmetry
properties, we see that both wage share and employment proportion are deep
series-the turning point measures, z, and u6, are both less than unity, whilst
the skewness measures, D(u) and D(ul are both negative. We can also see
that the wage share series is (down-)steep-r4, < 1 and Sf(Az) < 0-i.e., contractions are more rapid than expansions, whilst employment proportion, in a
reversal of the situation in Goodwin's specification, is an up-steep series-u",
> I and S(Au) > 0-i.e., expansions are more rapid than contractions. The
general observation can be made that both rz., and u", can now differ from
unity and, similarly, SflAz) and S{Au) can differ from zero, by a greater
amount than that possible in Goodwin's model; marked asymmetry is now evident, and this theme is developed further in the ensuing discussion.
In overcoming the unit-square problem via the inclusion of additional
terms (1 - z) in the expression for u/u, and (1 - u) in the expression for i/v ,
we introduce an economic factor which merits more detailed consideration. At
the stationary point (&*, u1, we find that O = (I-u\ /(I-u\ )> 1 as a result of
the economic fact that u is realistically always much closer to unit5r than u.
Thus, in the neighbourhood of the equilibrium point, the magnitude of wageshare growth is larger than employment-proportion growth, ceteris paibus, by
a factor which is approximately <D. This imbalance can be addressed by altering the parameters rc, and rcz or, more specifically, their ratio.
We use three initial conditions: (uo, uo) = (0.64, 0.95), (0.61, O.97) and
(0.59, 0.93). We fix the product rcrrc, to be a constant, so that, via (4.15), the
approdmation to the period remains constant. Specifically, we choose rcrrc, =
25
in keeping with the set of simulations just discussed-and rc1/rc2 € {I,
llll 4. 16.A. :j6 ). Accordingly, the approximation to the period is 3.94 years.
Results of this set of simulations are summarised in Table 5, and three solution trajectories (and their corresponding time series) are plotted in Figure 4
(in which (uo, uol = (0.64, 0.95)).
The u-u phase plane in Figure 4 shows that the ratio A,/A, decreases
with decreasing rcrf xr, even though column 2 ofTable 5 reveals that the period ? remains constant. The term rct appears as a positive factor in the expres-.
sion for wage-share growth, and rc2 is a positive factor in the expression for
employment-proportion growth. Thus, ceteris paribus, if rcr/ rc, increases, say,
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I will also increase: the cycle wiLl therefore become stretched in the
u-direction. If, on the other hand, rcr/ rc, falls. then I will fall at all points
on the cycle, which be stretched in the v-direction. In these simulations, the
smallest value of r, f rc, gives the most economically realistic solution cycle, in
the sense of the magnitudes of the wage-share and emplolunent-proportion

the ratio

amplitudes; decreasing rcr/ rc, further does not alter the portrait significantly.
Table 5: Charact€ristics of flrst extension for alteraative ratios xt/ rg,

\/r"z T

'years'

Au,
pts

Yo

A,, ud D(u) ust

S7(Al1)

ud

Dlu)

with

u"t

tf.:l'.2 =

25

S?(Au)

% pts

(uo, uo) = (O.59, 0.93J

I
1/4
1/ t6
1 /64
1/256

4.00 30.18 2.57 0.92 -0.11 0.82 -0.20 0.87 -0.20
4.00 15.46 2.59 0.96 -O.O7 0.42 -o.19 0.87 -0.20
4.00 7.96 2,65 0.98 -0.06 0.82 -0.18 0.86 -0.19
4.00 4.34 2.89 0.99 -O.04 0.82 -0.19 0.85 -0.20
4.00 2.77 3.69 0,99 -O.03 0.82 -0.23 0.81 -0.24

1.00 0.r2
1.00 0.08
1.00 0.06
1.00 0.05
1-00 0.03

(uo, uo) = (0.61, 0.97)

4.40 66.26
4.00 36.81
4.00 18.99
4.OO 9.72
l/256 4.4O 5.17

1
| /4
1/16
/64
L

6.36 0.82 -0.21 0.83
6.37 0.9O -0.08 0.82
6.4O 0.9s -0.04 0.82
6.50 0.97 -0.02 0,82
6.90 0.99 0.00 0.82

-o.42
-0.41

-0.39
-0.38

-o,40

0.70 -0.35 1.20 0.17
0.70 -0.38 1.00 0.o7
0.70 -0.38 1.O0 0.o2
o.70 -0.38 1.00 -0.01
0.68 -0.39 1.00 -O.03

(uo, un) = (0-64, 0.S5)

1
r/4
1/16
1/64

3.80 17.44 1.46 0.95
4.00 11.2r 7.a7 O.97
4,O0 8.98 2.99 0.98
4.OO 4.32 5.56 O.98
1/256 3.8O 8.15 10.96 0.98

-o.10 0.90
-0.07 0.82
-o.o5 0.82
-o.o2 0.42
-0.03 0.69

-o.06 0.92
-o.14 0.90
-o.20 0.85
-o.33 0.73
-o.63 0.55

-0.08 1.11 0.O9
-0.16 1.OO 0.O9
-0.2 1 1.00 0.06
-0.33 1-00 0.o1
-0.64 1.00 -0.04

An effect of altering the ratio rcr/rc, is as follows. Suppose Lhat T1 and T2 are
trajectories passing through (u1, u1) and (u2, u2) respectively, where (ur, u),lu",
ur) and (u*, Dr) are distinct. For certain values of rc1fr2, Tt will be contained
within ?, since the governing equations are autonomous, ?,t and T2 can
never intersect
whereas for other such values, ?, will be contained within
Tr. This feature accounts for the wide variability in both A, and A, in Table 5.
The remaining i.nformation in Table 5 reveals that changing the ratio rct/rg has
negligible effect on the asymmet4r characteristics of the cycles. In order to
model such features more realistically, we now move to our second extension
and address variation of the parameters I\, 1.t2, r].., and 42.
We conduct our simulations using parameter values chosen from p1, y2
E {0, 1, 2, 3} and r7t, 4z e 11,2, 3}, giving a set of 144 possible combinations.
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There is no theoretical reason why the parameters pr, ltz, \t and 4r should
take integer values. It should be noted, however, that the ratios 1tr/{1tt + r7t1
and, p2l $t" + 4r) determine the respective values of u and u at which /r (u) and
fr(uJ are maximised and which separate neo-Keynesian regime, say, from
social conflict regime
see the discussion in section 5 above.
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Note also that the model just considered (the first extension) merely employs
the parameters Ft = Hz = O and 4, = 4z = l. For each of the above-mentioned

144 combinations, nine simulations were undertaken using (rcr,

pairs chosen so as give

",1r,

a fl.*.*

t, and

rcz)

initial conditions chosen from

(20, uo) € (0.64, 0.95), (0.59, 0.93), (0.61, 0.97)). The choices for the ratio
rcr / rc, were guided by the discussion presented above. Exact values of rc, and
r, were chosen so as to give economiaily-plausible business-cycle periods.ls
Gven the considerable number of pararneter combinations, and also the
fact that we are interested in several aspects of the resulting model's behaviour, there is no easy way to summarise our simulation results. We present in
Table 6 results ofa subset ofthese simulations which are representative ofthe
model's varied behaviour; fuIl results for all nine simulation sets
-including
scatter plots, time series etc.
can be found in Harvie et al. (2OOfl.

-

Table 6: Characteristics of second extension

rct ez Ur

4r Lh

4z T, Taewo*, Au, Av, up D(u) usr S{ 1.)
years' tears'

(&0,
',o)

-

7o

pts

o/o

-Qu) u", S{Ar,)

pts

{O.59, 0-93)

20 803 I
5 3203 I
sl4 8o2 2
s/4 800 3
5/8 100 l

4.55 4.46 2a.21 2.43 1-44 0.39 0.84 -0.31 0.76 -0.30 0.78 -0,40
4.50 4.46 7.32 2.52 l.rr 0.11 0,84 -0.31 0.75 -0.31 0.94 -O.1I
5-40 5.34 2,51 4.27 1.00 0_00 0_86 -0.24 0.80 -0.24 1.00 0.00
5.10 5.06 2.53 4.08 0.95 -0.05 0.89 -0.21 0.81 -0,21 1.04 0.05
8-40 8.34 16.51 2.66 0.98 -0.05 0.91 -0.11 0.a7 -O.r2 1.10 0.03

2

0

I
I
2

(uo, uo) = (0.6I, O.97)

20 803 I O
53203 10
s/4 ao 2 21.
s/4 80 0 3l
5/8 100 r 2

5.58 4.46
4.83 4.46
I 5.80 5.34
I 5.40 5.06
1
8-00 8.34

2
2

65.68 9. 12 1.53 0.53 0,59 -1.71 0.40 -1.01 0.65 -0.80
23.19 9.16 1.36 0.32 0,56 ,1.04 0.40 -1.0r 0.82 -0.36
4.19 7.12 1-O0 -0.02 0.74 -O.4r 0.69 -0.42 1.00 0.O2

4.40

7.O7

o.92

-O.O7

19.72 6.21 0.95 -0.o4

0.79

0-82

-O.41

0.69

-0.41

0.33 0.74 -0.33

1.00
1.00

0.O7
0.O5

(..0, uo] = {0.64, 0-95)

20 803 1 0 2
5 320 3 r O 2
5/480 2 21 I
5/4 80 0 3 1 I
5/8 10 O I 2 I

4.44 4.46 17.66 1.50 1.27 0.24 0.90 -0.18 0.84 -0.18 0.47 -0.26
4.48 +.46 a.sa 2.97 1.13 0.13 0.81 -0.36 0.72 -O.36 0.93 -0.13
5,8O 5.34 8.04 13-61 1.00 0.or 0.66 -o.74 0.49 -o.74 1.00 -0.02
5.40 5.06 4.77 13.97 o,84 0.19 0.64 -O.74 0.44 -O.74 1-16 0-20
8.40 8.34 9.O7 2.45 0-96 -0.0r 0.91 -0.10 0.87 -0.09 1.I0 -0.o1

Three solution trajectories (and their corresponding time series) are
plotted in Figure 5. Table 6 shows that ?app,ox constitutes a good approximation to the simulated period ?over a wide range of panameters, whilst we can
see that T increases with increasing values of the parameters Fy 4y la and
42, as predicted by (a.15). However, as we would also expect, the accuracy of
T"oo,o, declines as the cycle's amplitude increases. The relationship between
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the model's parameters and the resulting cycle amplitudes, A,, and 4,, is far
Iess clear: in fact, consideration of the full set of results reveals this relationship to be nonlinear, in the sense that the effect-its sign as well as its magnitude----on A' and A,, of increasing, sayt one parameter depends upon the values of the others (Harvie et al., 2OOl).
Considering now the cycles'asymmetry properties, for the first time, we
observe that the employment-prcportion series can be either down-steep or
up-steep (or neither), depending upon the parameter values. The wage share
series, on the other hand, is always down-steep. In terms of business-cycle
deepness, the wage shane can be either deep or tall, while the emploJ,-rnent proportion is always deep. In fact, we tend to observe wage shane deepness (tallness) when the employment proportion is up-steep (down-steep). As for the
previous model specifications, these summaries can be gleaned from either
the turning-point or the skewness measures of asymmetry (}{arvle et aI.,
2001). Finally, we can note, from Figure 5, that employment-proportion peaks
tend to be more rounded than troughs, reflecting the expectation of short-lived
depressions and prolonged prosperity, in keeping with Keynes' (1936) observation conceming business-rycle turning points.
Finally, we can consider the implied 'true' values of productivity,
labour-force growth, etc., which can be computed from equations {5.6)-(5.10)
in section 5, above.16 It is noteworthy that, whilst for some simulations these
variables take on widely unrealistic values, for others their values are economically plausible. For example, for (rcr, rc") = (5/8, 10) and (pr, rlt, lh,4z\ =
(0, 1, 2, l), productivity growth varies between 2 per cent and 3 per cent over
the cycle, the combined effect of productivity and labour-force growth is 3-12
per cent, the Phillips-curve slope is takes values between 3.5 and 4.5, whilst
capital-output ratio varies in the range 3-5.

8 Cor'lcr-uortrrc coMMENTS
In this paper we have developed two extensions to Goodwin's (1967;

19721

growth-cycle model which ensure that solution trajectories remain in the economically feasible region. Besides resolving this unrealistic characteristic of
Goodwil's original specification, our new model has a richer economic interpretation and allows the generation of asymmetric solution cycles and tr4ectories. We have used numerical methods to study in detail the characteristics
of Goodwin's model and our extensions, paying particular attention to two
forms of symmetry/asymmetry
steepness and deepness
- businesscycle
displayed by the models'state variables,
u and u. For reasons of space, we
have not been able to explore every aspect ofthe model's behaviour. For example, we did not investigate the effect of altering the underlying base values of
productivity and labour-force growth, captial-output ratio and the Phillipscurve parameters, which give the equilibrium state (a*, ur). Whilst we have
concentrated on exploring the extent to which the wage share and employment
proportion were as),.rnmetric, we have not considered the symmetDi or asyrn-
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metry of other important economic variables, such as total employment, total
output or or the rate of profit on capital, which can be easily derived from the
model.
It should also be noted that our model shares some of the other weaknesses of Goodwin's, in particular, his neglect of questions of effective or aggregate demand. Explicitly modelling such effects is not possible in a two-dimensiona-l model which retains wage share and employment proportion as state variables and we have chosen to remain closer to Goodwin in this respect.
Nevertheless, as we attempted to show in section 5 our model does capture some
effective demand effects, albeit indirectly. It is clear from our simulations that
our new model can generate a rich variety of economic outcomes. Many of these
are plausible which suggests further work calibrating this model would be
worthwhile. The does have some restrictions, such as the close relationships
between wage-share deepness and employrnent-proportion steepness, on the
one hand, and wage-share steepness and employment-proportion deepness, on
the other. The fact remains, however, that there is still 1ittle empirical evidence
on business-cycle aslmmetry, still less a concensus of opinion. Moreover,
although researchers have considered the possible asJrmmetry of employment
and unemployment, they have not investigated the as5rmmetry properties of the
emplolment proportion, a key variable in both Goodwin's model and our extensions. Nor is there any empirical evidence on the symmetry or asyrnmetry on
the Goodwin model's other state variable, the wage share. We turn our attention to these empirical questions in future research.
Accepted for pubLicatinn: 20th January 2007
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2. Figures arising through authors' calculations, based on NBER business-cycle referin Stock and Watson (1998).

ence dates reported

3. Sichel uses post- war quarterly US unemploJ.ment, real GNP and industria-l production dataj Speight uses monthly industrial production indices for 16 OECD countries;
Speight and McMillan use 27 UK macroeconomic time series.
4. A difference in shape of a cycle's peaks and troughs has been termed business-cyc1e
sharpness by McQueen and Thorley (1993), who investigate the phenomenon empirically. It corresponds to asl,'rnmetries in the way an economy moves from contraction to
expansion, on the one hand, ald from expansion to contraction, on the other.
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5. These issues are discussed and addressed by Skott (1989a,b), who integrates
Goodwin's model with Kaldor's (1940) 'model of th€ trade cycle'. Velupillai (1983) a-lso
allows for a variable capita-l-output ratio and a rnore rea-listic investment function in
his treo-Cambridge' model, whilst another dlnamic business-cycle model combining a
Keynesian-Kaleckian demand-driven economy with a Marxian/Goodwinian class-conflict driven one is proposed by Dibeh (1995).
6. May (1974) discusses a number ofways of making the simplest Lotka-Volterra predator-prey model more realistic.
7. This natural limit {of unity} to employment is analogous to the prey carrying capacity in biological predator-prey models. We can associate its effect with the (L - ,)42 term
tn

fr[d.

8. We make this assumption since effective demand is not modelled explicitly.

9. It is possible to solve forf : combining equa.tions (5.6) ard (5.1O), we obtain:
, ^,.
-...
pL = l2\v)\a
+ p )- Jt\u)d This should simply be interpreted as an expression for the
potential
in
output which is not explained by productivity improvements.
$owth

l. discussed above,
discussed below. In each case, two regimes are described, one in which the
parameter's relationship with one of the state variables is positive, the other in which
it is negative, The economy will tend to remain with a single regime during the course
of one business cycle, To the extent that our model can capture the characteristics of
two or more theoretical regimes, depending upon the location of the cycle in u-u space,
it shares some similarities with that of Bhaduri and Marglin {1990).
10. This is also the case for the other srrucrural parameters. ri and

and

d,

I 1. It should be stressed that we do not explicitly model effective demald and speci$
no investment function.
12. Note that, in general, a quarter period

cycle period ?.

!

will not be exactly one quarter of the full

13. For more details, see, for example, Gerald and Wheatley (1994).
14, These 'more rea.listic' paramter values also imply a cycle period period of approdmately 14 years, and an equibrium wage share of L1 = O.88, which exceeds the upper
limit of wage-share fluctuations for OECD economies {Harvie, 2000).
15. Ceteris p6:rLbus, the cycle period varies inversely with lr,[
ft i" thus straightforward to adjust these multiplicative terms, provided their ratio remains constant, to pre-

dictably alter

?.

16. These values are not reported in Table 6.
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